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Pushing the boundaries in 
optical communications

Versawave, a division of Optelian, provides modulation components for 
high-speed data and high bandwidth optical transmission applications. 

Versawave’s proprietary gallium arsenide (GaAs) and a derivative, aluminum gallium  
arsenide (AlGaAs), design provides system manufacturers with precision, reliability and  
performance in demanding environments. Versawave’s patented technology ensures superior 
functionality in both analogue and digital formats for polarization or amplitude modulation  
systems, including telecoms, aerospace, nuclear and military component applications.



OTTAWA

1 Brewer Hunt Way
Ottawa, Ontario K2K 2B5
T: +1 613 287 2000
sales@versawave.com

versawave.com
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The 40 Gigabit Challenge
Opto-electric modulators are key components for next generation fiber-optic communications networks.  
To satisfy the increasing requirements for increased throughput and decreased latency, systems manufacturers 
are turning to 40 Gb/s systems and beyond.

40 Gb/s Polarization Modulator
Electro-Optic Mode Converter
The Versawave 40 Gb/s Electro-Optic Polarization Modulator is capable of changing the state of polarization 
(SOP) of light at ultra-high speeds. Functioning as a high speed, electrically variable wave plate, the modulator  
is able to change the SOP of linearly polarized laser light to an orthogonal linear polarization, passing through  
elliptical and circular polarization states in between. The range and degree of the change in the SOP can be  
varied by adjusting the magnitude of the DC bias and RF drive voltage.

40 Gb/s Amplitude Modulator
Electro-Optic Mode Converter
The Versawave 40 Gb/s Amplitude Modulator represents a revolutionary method for modulating CW laser  
light into data-carrying optical pulse trains. By employing proprietary GaAs technology, the Versawave modulator 
establishes new benchmarks for low drive voltage, ultra-wide bandwidth and chirp-free operation within a  
small footprint.

Modulation schemes
Standard polarization modulation (SPM) is the core functionality of the device. Either TE or TM light is input. 
Power is split between two eigenmodes which are diagonal to TE and TM. As the voltage is increased the  
polarization goes through the Poincare sphere along a great circle which includes transverse electric/transverse 
magnetic (TE/TM) and both circular polarizations. Since the phase difference between the two equal-power 
eigenmodes is equal and opposite, there is minimal chirp. 

Amplitude modulation (AM) is a basic follow-on application from SPM. By using a polarization filter on the  
output, the amplitude is modulated between the maximum value and essentially zero (ER>20dB). Linear polarization 
modulation is a sophisticated follow-on application from SPM. If output light is followed by a quarter-wave plate 
with principal axes also oriented TE and TM, the polarization is transferred to a different great circle which  
follows linear polarizations from TE to TM back to TE. 

Phase modulation (PM) is a complementary application to SPM. Linearly polarized light oriented along the  
axis of either diagonal eigenmode enters the chip. Applying voltage either accelerates or retards the signal,  
modulating the phase.


